Click on a service to learn more!

DMS PACKAGING SERVICES
Click here to learn more about
DMS Packaging Services

HAND ASSEMBLY
& DISPLAY BUILD
Experience and dedication! Small or large quantities! DMS Packaging
Services can assist you with your assembly needs. From POP displays to
board games, marketing kits to retail packages, our skilled and flexible
labor force has the broad range of experience necessary to assemble the
most complex or simple products.
Need help with a solution? DMS Packaging Services will assist you in
the design of your package. We can provide materials that meet your
exact need. We will help optimize your assembly dollars. Whether you
require a specific service or a complete turn-key program, DMS has the
capability to create the best possible solution for you. We will work to
fully understand your needs, then quickly deliver a quality job at
competitive prices. DMS Packaging guarantees an accurate, high-quality
finished product.

BLISTER SEALING
& PACKAGING

If you are looking for a turn-key blister sealing program, DMS Packaging Services
is your solution! We will assist you in the design and production of your cards and
blisters to fit the sealing application you desire.
The blister packaging process is ideal for small products intended for display on
hooks in the retail environment. The typical application for the blister sealed package
is a non-symmetrical product that will be on a hanging or upright display.

There are two required components for blister packaging: the “blister” and the
“blister card”. The “blister” is a plastic covering that has been pre-formed to the
approximate dimensions of the product. The “blister card” is coated with an adhesive
on the front surface. The product is placed into the blister, and the blister card is
placed on top. The plastic blister and blister card are joined and sealed by introducing
heat and pressure to the flange area of the blister in a sealing machine.

SHRINK WRAPPING AND SHRINK SLEEVES
DMS Packaging Services provides the versatile shrink wrap process as

a finishing service or for temporary protection during shipping. We use
high-quality shrink wrap material as an attractive and secure method of
bundling multiple items for promotional, office supply and wholesale/retail
products.
DMS Packaging Services uses Shanklin high speed machinery

(including their latest Omni-S model) to meet high volume requirements
for throughput and quality. The flexibility of this machinery allows costeffective processing of large or small volumes while maintaining high quality
results. Products as small as 3″ x 2″ and as large as 24″ x 36″can be
processed in our plant. Plant capacity is in excess of 100,000 packages per
day.
The shrink wrap process involves placing the product inside a heat-

sensitive poly-bag or wrapping the product with a heat-sensitive film. The
shrink sleeve process places a clear or pre-printed sleeve over the product,
which has been filled in bottles, tubes or jars. A conveyor system then
moves the product through a heat tunnel to shrink the film or bag to
conform to the product. This creates a tamper-evident protective covering
ideal for technology, electronics, games, paper products, liquids, gels or
pastes.

FULFILMENT SERVICES
Accurate storage information combined with
shipping and receiving integrity is the
backbone to fulfillment success. Combine
that with on-line ordering and reporting
information and your have the formula for
success.
We at DMS Packaging Services pride
ourselves on accurate and timely fulfillment
programs. DMS Packaging Services has
the equipment and personnel to meet your
fulfillment requirements. We will work with
you on every detail to set up a program that
will get the job done right every time.You
can also rely on us to evaluate your needs
and help you determine a total solution that
fits your budget. What sets us apart from the
average warehouse are our people, our
systems and our dedication to customer
service.

GLUING AND DATE-CODING

The DMS Packaging Services gluing process begins
with thorough research of each part’s composite material.
After choosing the right adhesive for the job, our skilled
employees use proper application and curing techniques
to provide a high-quality finished product.
We can find the right gluing solutions for any material,
including wood, plastics and metals. Whether your project
requires gluing a display, affixing a product information
sheet or card, to a brochure or simply gluing together an
advertising piece, DMS Packaging Services can
accommodate you.

BAGGING SOLUTIONS
DMS Packaging Services offers a diverse selection of bagging options
based on your product requirements. Bagging can often offer a cost effective
package for low or high volume products. DMS Packaging Services can assist
you in your bagging requirements whether the bag is small or large, containing
a few or many items.
From high volume automation to low volume manual processes, our skilled
and flexible labor force has the broad range of experience necessary to bag
the most complex products.You will get efficient, high quality and cost
effective service from DMS Packaging Services.
Need help with a solution?
Our experienced personnel will advise on bagging options that best
suit your requirements. Do you need a custom bag? Are you looking
for a clear, opaque or printed bag? Will the bag be sealed or reclosable? Will the bag be attached to another product? We can
provide the bags for you. Whether you require a specific service or a
complete turn-key program, we have a solution for you. We
guarantee an accurate, high-quality finished product.

DMS Packaging Services is built on a foundation of over 40 years of print, fulfillment,
and distribution experience.
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Mission
Our mission is to provide our business partner customers with the quality and
performance they expect in their packaging and assembly projects.
DMS offers turn-key solutions or will complete projects with customer provided
materials. Our customers range in size from some of the largest printers in the world
to small companies requiring specialized services. DMS will customize our services to
suit your business needs. Our flexibility makes us well suited for projects of all sizes and
types. Competitive pricing, quick turn-around, and dedication to your requirements are
our primary focus. We pride ourselves in the quality products and services we provide.
DMS is conveniently located northwest of Chicago in suburban Elk Grove Village. Our
location offers access to several major expressways for quick and convenient
transportation. Personal visits to our facility are always welcome.
DMS Packaging Services provides a consultative approach to innovative end-to-end
packaging solutions. This is accomplished through an “easy to understand” program of
simplifying and managing your packaging requirements.

